Flower Viewing in Taiwan For Good FortuneTaiwan Lantern Festival Lights up Dapeng Bay in Pingtung County

Come join the annual Taiwan Lantern Festival in Pingtung County to see the innovative lantern exhibition, water dance performances and more!

(PRWEB) January 15, 2019 -- The Taiwan Tourism Bureau presents the innovative Taiwan Lantern Festival! The event will take place at the Dapeng Bay National Scenic Area in Pingtung County between February 19th and March 3rd. For the first time, the main lantern is designed as Bluefin Tuna - a Donggang specialty with the theme “Giant Tuna Bringing Wealth.” It represents the local waterfront and symbolizes surplus and great harvest every year. Three major lantern exhibition grounds — Dapeng Bay, Pingtung, and Donggang are created to showcase the landscape features of the area; visitors get to immerse in the lantern viewing both on water and on shore.

“This year marks the 30th anniversary of the lantern festival with the theme ‘Brilliant 30th Year.’ Innovative water dance and water curtain performances are introduced this year, integrating the local mascot of the ‘Grandfather Pig of the Wind.’ Small handheld lanterns of ‘Pingan Pig’ are available in red - festivity, yellow - brightness, and blue – the ocean, during the event. They are both practical and eco-friendly that double as piggy banks for visitors to take home with. It will be the perfect occasion for families to travel together and create loving memories of family fun,” said Mr. Brad Shih, director of the Taiwan Tourism Bureau Los Angeles office.

In addition, Mr. Brad Shih recommends the World Flora Exposition to nature and floral lovers as it is a great time to take advantage of discounted air tickets during off-season travel. The Expo is hosted in Taichung, “The most livable city in Taiwan” named by CNN, and arranged into three distinct exhibition areas – the Houli Horse Ranch & Forest Park site, the Fengyuan Huludun Park site, and the Waipu Park site; each of the show site highlights the floriculture accomplishments and cultural landscapes of Taiwan.

Hurry now to plan for your 2019 Taiwan trip! Contact Sonic Travel & Tour, Allstate Travel, and XO Tours for their Taiwan Lantern Festival and World Flora Exposition value tour packages. Please join our Facebook fan page at www.facebook.com/TourTaiwan for more information about Taiwan travels.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.